


First off I would like to thank Isabella Ambriano for creating the lovely cover of
issue 7. She’s a fantastic artist in both digital art and acrylic art. Be sure to check
out her instagram art account @isabellaaillustrations and give her some support!
 
In issue 7 you’ll find speckled planetary poems, work that digs up and deciphers
familial themes, holiday poetry, and colorful prose that immediately hooks you
into its world. 

Thank you everyone who submitted to our magazine! It was truly an honor to
read your work and pour through sticky styles, icy cold themes, and
multicolored genres. I hope every writer continues to write, not for others, but
for themselves, and I hope you enjoy reading through our seventh issue! Thank
you so much for your patience and support! 

Warmest regards,
Jessica Wang
eic of Ice Lolly Review  
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grand-mere - Poem 
By Audrey Smith

my grandmother points to ruin and rubble these are our people, sunshine. we
build ourselves a home and either god or man destroys it (only god has the right to) 

my grandmother prays in the corner of the kitchen her tired hands clutching purple plastic
beads brought from home (which home? i wonder) she keeps her eyes closed and i watch
her lips trace memorized bible verses and i wonder why she prays to a god who destroys
us 

my grandmother makes food that tastes like lands i come from but have only ever 
seen in ten thousand tiny pixels and i am grateful when she lets me lick the batter because
for a moment i can pretend that i know what it’s like to swim in the ocean she loved as a
girl 

my grandmother traces the freckles on my face you are our people, sunshine. you 
build yourself a home and let neither 
god nor man 
destroy it.

Audrey Smith is a sophomore from a small Pennsylvania town who recently discovered
the magic of tape loops. Currently, she is obsessed with repeatedly reminding her English
class that she hates Winston from 1984. She has been recognized regionally by the
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards.
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A Certainty - Poem 
By Gabrielle Galchen 

The only fact is that existing rings 
Kinder chimes than thinking, 
A sickness which questions too much 
To waltz through time passing. 
Trees do not breathe, 
Waves do not beat, 
Winds do not whistle, 
Birds do not sing, 
The world does not exist 
For us to think about it. 

If it did, trees would inscribe 
Letters along the veins of leaves; 
Waves would whisper their messages 
Within the mouths of seashells; 
Winds would echo words 
Born of every hemisphere’s wisdom; 
Birds would sing in front of audiences 
Larger than squirrels and sky. 

But trees grow leaves to grow leaves, 
And waves beat to beat, 
Winds whistle to whistle, 
Birds sing to sing, 
And this is so because it is so. 

I am, I am, I am, 
And that’s it.

Gabrielle is a senior at the High School of American Studies in NYC. She is an avid writer
and enjoys exploring different styles and subject matter. Her inspirations are primarily
authors Fernando Pessoa and Sylvia Plath, as well as musicians like Neil Young.
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Silver Fish - Poem
By Palmer Smith 

In the morning light in Haight Asbury
I think aloud: Hug me, dear, 
please
Love me, dear,
Please
I’m departing soon
Treading through your waves 
To return safely East

Am I your silver fish? 
I wonder as you sink into me
like a Dolphin spearing his dinner 
with a sordid smile
the flesh reflects blood red.

After, we held hands as we walked
across the Golden Gate Bridge
As you slept your phone rang
All the girls you love called.

This fish’s heart began to burn 
from a white-fire above the water;
It brims over the top and kills gills. 

I am not silly prey
Tomorrow I will swim from the Pacific Ocean
Back to the Hudson river
I will build a home 
One hundred leagues under the sea
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Under the algae, you will never find me.

Palmer is a graduate of Sarah Lawrence College and an incoming MFA and MA
student. She has written for Refresh Magazine, The Online Journal for Person-
Centered Dermatology, Sea Maven Magazine, Calm Down Magazine,
level:deepsouth and The Remington Review, with work forthcoming in The
Scissortail Quarterly.
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A walk around the block - Poem 
By Rachelle Wong

step outside at dusk and face the west/ the sky will be painted by the sun's rays/ plum
purple mixed with gentle shades of fuchsia pink/ colors made hazy by the clouds which
blow past/ nature's watercolor of confident brush strokes/ blended by an steady hand/
streaks of marigold orange frame the drips of liquid gold from the fleeting beams of light/
like honey dripping from the honeycomb 

place one foot before the other/ mind where you step, dear/ look out for small critters
skittering across before diving into the shallow gap between the sidewalk and grass/ resist
your urge to step on them/ they are merely looking to return home/ it is not their fault that
we placed concrete slabs above it 

turn to the right/ you will find a street bare without street lamps/ darkened from the shade
of large trees/ branches hovering over your pathway/ like arms extended for a hug/ tread
softly and listen/ if you're so inclined/ stop/ and listen/ hear the sound of cars from the
main road/ the sweet cacophony of screeching tires, blaring horns, bicycle bells ringing,
rumbling trucks/ if you listen carefully amidst the chaos/ you will hear the sweet tune of a
northern mockingbird/ a tremolo octaves higher than the pitch of the symphony 

at the end of the street, turn once again/ inhale deeply and you will find the fragrance of
sagebrush/ continue walking and you will find the trees who have shed their leaves/
littering the floor so it's reminiscent of the autumns spent in Canada/ you dove into piles
of leaves atop soft dirt/ unleash the inner child you have tucked away for years/ stomp on
the leaves/ listen to the satisfactory crackle as they succumb to your footsteps 

when you reach the corner night will have fallen/ glance up at the sky where the moon
shines in all its glory/ look harder and you will find Orion's belt/ connect the stars and you
will find the hunter/ waiting day after day patiently for its reward/ trace his frame and
arrive at his left shoulder/ it is Bellatrix and she smiles down at you/ know that even if she
died at this moment/ she will continue to live for 244 more years/ before her light goes
dim and she falls/ she will wink down at you before her final supernova explosion/ her
final attempt at beauty 
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imagine the Milky Way above your head/ you will not find it in this night sky/ the lights
are too bright/ they drown out the beauty in an attempt to light our path/ we have created
something brighter and yet nothing/ can outshine the sun/ so why did we choose to drown
out the suns of the night?

when you arrive my porch light will be on/ moths will hover around it/ entranced by the
warm glow/ ring my doorbell/ and you will be welcomed in with open arms.

Rachelle is a 14-year-old writer from California, and she's in love with the notion of
creating art with words. In her free time, she can be found reading a historical fiction
novel, practicing classical and jazz piano, or playing with her dog.
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Ode to Whipped Cream - Poem 
By Morgan Flodman

‘Twas the night before a snow day 
when the cumuli sprayed over
my mug, forming the perfect hill 
for my candy cane sled and 
its minty runner running red 
down the vanilla slope— 
the mound was thick enough 
to stack a snowman with 
a marshmallow body 
and a face drizzled in 
chocolate that would 
surf on the white foam 
into the cove within my lips. 
The gingersnap raft couldn’t 
keep winter from melting 
into the brown spring, thus 
my heart dropped like pine 
needles on December 26th— 
but you, sweet cream, are 
the very definition of Christmas 
magic. Santa Claus must be 
a nozzle, for as long as 
you believe in it, it will 
shower you with holiday cheer 
every little day of the year.

Morgan Flodman is a 16-year-old writer from Cherry Valley, Massachusetts. Her work has
appeared or is forthcoming in The Apprentice Writer, The Augment Review, Blue Marble
Review, and Kalopsia Literary Journal among others. Additionally, Morgan has been
honorably recognized by the International Torrance Legacy Creativity Awards and the
Scholastic Art & Writing Awards. When she's not overanalyzing her drafts, Morgan strives to
help fellow young writers explore their craft and promote literary arts in her community. Keep
up with her endeavors on Instagram (@morganflodmanwrites) and Twitter (@morganfwrites).
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Beloved Magnolia - Poem
By Chris Mardiroussian

Stick beside thee
hearing the
subtle sink stream 
flowing a breeze
with each breaststroke. 

Eyes spawn a drunkard
symphony 
of crimson
roots rounded 
stubbly-rubbly
whispered jumbled 
words triggered 
crisscrossed thoughts
electrifying 
varicose veins
twitching promiscuous
ludicrous lips forever 
whatever forever 
may be.

Skin plush fleece
silhouette sketch
soothes like
a harp that shivers
Beethoven’s Fur Elise.

Rapunzel 
sun dawn hair 
impregnated 
cocoa creases
with lime
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pigmented eyes
and fluffy cheeks
forming when
chuckling
detonates intestines
where charcoal
boomerang eyebrows 
defy the Gestalt Law
of symmetry 
and those perky
cranberry lips
portray a 
Starry Night
–hand swirls
–hand twirls
–hand curls.

Besos 
tap, 
tap,
tap,
like the
Moonlight Sonata–
but…
continue to
squat,
drown,
unfold,
into an abyss
of eviction.

Casing like
a mom wraps 
presents for Christmas
morning children
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with arms like
a peach-fuzz
edamame shell.

Daisy-duke
fumes fog
these hollow
lungs
yet remain
hostage like a patient
propped open
for a colonoscopy.
Of course, 
assume some
responsibility
for under
Old Fashioned 
intoxication
granted liberty to–
–while next to a 
compilation of 
contractual agreements.

A vapor vortex estate
haunts like 
the Ghost of Christmas
Future kneeling to 
the vicious vindictive
vibrations of
introspective confessions
mincing mouths and 
squinting smirks 
spoke stories
recounting nights 
of cognizance crossing 
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a cataclysmic crater of
no return
where the
amputated 
corazon sunk 
into 
a sinkhole 
surrounded 
by desert snakes.

Chris Mardiroussian is a graduate student at California State University, Long Beach. In
2018, he won First Prize in the Cinema Italian Style Film Festival (sponsored by the
prestigious American Cinematheque in Los Angeles) for his short film entitled IL
BREAKUP, which he co-wrote and produced. In 2017, he co-wrote a collection of poetry
entitled HONESTY. LOVES. CRUELTY. He lives in Glendale, California.
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The End - Poem
By Amanda Sun 

It’s funny how temporary things are.
One moment it’s there, the next, it’s not.

One moment a 13 billion trillion ton chunk of stone is there,
the next, it’s not.
Perhaps there’s someone sitting in a booth, way, way out there,
ticking off boxes and
resetting hourglasses and
flipping switches,
keeping track of when everything must be there and
when everything must be not.

Perhaps one day, they will scribble something on their clipboard as the last grain of sand
falls into the bottom half of an hourglass and
flip a lever and
you (or I) will no longer be there.

Amanda is a 14 year old freshman at Princeton High School in Princeton, New Jersey. She
likes to write about diners and ghosts, among other things. She will be graduating with the
class of 2024.
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WINTER SINGS - Poem 
By Peniel Gifted 

Winter sings subtly in
Iced tone, quelling picnic
Days of its soprano flares.

Shielding anklebiters in
Fleecy shrugs, as they
Pop, hooked like a sponge.

Gelid pours on our ceilings
Fists fixed into toasty essence
Shaping our sunshine from its
goose flesh.

Peniel Gifted is a seventeen-year-old Nigerian poet and writer. She has great enthusiasm for
reading, writing and learning. She's also an adroit lover of nature and God's word. Her
works have appeared in Oke Iroegbu's diary of Hope and Nostalgia, Cultural Weekly
Magazine, Lion and Lilac Magazine, Otherwise Engaged Journal, Written Tales and
elsewhere. She's the author of the Living BY HIS WORD Series.
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Blueprint - Poem 
By Liv Gamble

When I leave you
I am whole,
fat on lover’s milk.
When I return,
I return in pieces,
jagged and crude,
the kind that bite when you reach to touch them.
A bone to be picked clean
by all of life’s little hands,
slowly,
one strip at a time.
That’s me, I’d think.
A meal to be savoured
by anyone who’d have me,
gristle and all.
But not you.
You must not like the taste,
the flavour,
the – what do they call it? – mouthfeel of me.
You’re used to me in your arms, after all,
aren’t you?
You can’t savage what you once held;
and like an overgrown child
sat amongst her LEGO bricks,
you put me back together.
Bit
by little bit,
by little, tiny bit.
For you,
I am the budding flower,
the faint heartbeat beneath skin,
a hope,
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throw it away.
Why keep something you won’t need, anyway?
After all, you could trace me from memory,
sculpt me with eyes closed,
build,
rebuild,
and build me again
until I take shape,
coming together like a plan,
like a memory,
like a…well,
like a better me.

Liv Gamble is a 26-year-old lesbian writer from the UK, particularly passionate about
writing that includes and celebrates LGBT+ themes. She holds a Bachelor's and a Master's
degree in Creative Writing, and as well as poetry, she writes fiction, pop culture articles and
opinion pieces. She's currently working on her third novel-length piece.
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interstellar dreams - Poem 
By Mirabelle Kakushadze

the wind twirls in the simple silence of the night,
dancing to the melody of darkness.
it whips loose strands of hair into my face,
and sprinkles the last remnants of sanity
throughout the corners of my mind.
my attempt to bottle the fragile residuum is feeble,
as a concept so foreign cannot be confined, the glass only shatters.

i blindly feed off of senseless hope. 
my hands are scarred and weak with nightmarish echoes of defeat,
but i bore an unspoken promise into my mind,
one to persevere, at least until sunrise.
i string my dreams along only the end of a frayed piece of silk,
woven clumsily into my web of lunacy. 

i have weighed my love and hate for the night sky,
and i begrudgingly confess they sit dead even.
perhaps that is because fervor must be balanced
if it is to stay far from the entryway to madness,
though i am afraid i have likely stumbled through those gates,
in a stupor fed by dubiety.

i am buried so deep in the realm of insanity that the only rays
of sunlight visible are unreachable at best,
and realistically, merely delusions taunting my numbed sensory. 
my own voice was washed away long ago
by the choppy sea of doubt residing in my mind.
it drowns out my screams, muffles my sobs,
and tears out the frail anchors which were solely
keeping me clutched onto reality.

the stars perplex me, as i cannot tell whether
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they invite me to bask in their glory, or purely mock my insignificance.
the latter has always been assumed, as i could not dream
that my trivial ventures could light up the sky.
their voices are indistinguishable melodies of inspiration or ridicule,
bliss or misery. a canvas blotted with intertwining swirls of black and white,
so deeply infused that they merely blend into a bleak shade of gray.

i brace myself for the tedium of the subtle shift 
between midnight and the early hours of the morning.
this is when my contemplation turns chaotic, incoherent,
as the undesirable presence of doubt infiltrates my mind.
this time, though, by a miracle of nature, or
perhaps my own sheer will, my mind resists.

i see not the malice of dark secrets blowing across the sky,
but instead the gentle caress of the wind. 
the malevolent reflection of my past lightens to
reveal a gorgeous lake filled with mirthful memories once forgotten, and
the lifeless grass suffused with seemingly wilted hibiscus flowers 
turns into the simple, flourishing beauty of nature.

the ether is suddenly illuminated in a spectacle of utter chaos,
and i breathe in infinite tales of love and despair and broken miracles.
i grasp one of the fractured pieces of hope and it whispers to me, 

don't let go. hold me, keep me, adorn me with your dreams and wishes, as it is not every day
you witness the birth of a star.

Mirabelle is a fourteen year old girl who has discovered a newfound interest in poetry. She
will soon be entering high school, and apart from writing, she loves to read, play soccer,
and spend time with friends and family.
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Lemon Rind - Poem 
By Tara O'Malley 
after ‘Valentine’ by Carol Ann Duffy

Not a necklace or a little teddy bear.

I give you a lemon.
Radiant and striking
it promises sweetness -
love’s first kiss.

Take it, my dear.
Let its sharpness overwhelm you,
scar your trachea,
choke your lungs.

Not a bouquet or a fancy dinner.

I give you a lemon.
Its promised sweetness 
Lost to a bitter mouth.
Its sourness burns -
leaves you wanting.

Keep it, if you like.
Let the juice cling to your lips, 
sting your tongue with
every taste.

Tara O'Malley is a twenty-one year old writer from Galway, Ireland. She is currently
studying Creative Writing at the National University of Ireland, Galway. She has previously
been published in Neuro Logical and Galway Advertiser's VoxGalvia.  
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A Portrait of a Day in Enugu - Poem 
By Ozioma Aneke

no one should judge a place 
by the sounds it doesn’t make; 
we judge a place better
by the sounds it forbids us from making. 
         this was my last text to uche: 
  “‘we’ is me and you holding hands over our video calls,
 almost kissing, 
but our hands stretch and stretch 
and our lips only graze our screens.”
i shed myself onto the teeth-white carpet,
and mommy floats to me,
 she thinks i’m a teenager 
and that i’m ovulating myself into a chore for her.
            I grab a mop.
the sun, half-eaten away by the day, dims,
   like god sweeping some brightness from it,
leaving it groping.
it’s red, the cracked sun, over tangled branches, 
red, so red, almost like tomatoes smeared onto the sky.
in the kitchen, mommy cracks.
a crack of her, sweating, stirs garri in a bowl
—her breasts dance, 
like dangling mangoes with the seeds carefully sucked out, 
flaccidly plump, 
hungering to roll tyres 
and wheels with dirty children in the streets.
  the other crack, in sweaty workwear, 
tumbles 5 cups of rice in a tray
—to weave jollof rice out of last sunday’s tomato stew. 
this crack wonders if the gushing evening has washed dad away
—she asks me, I stare. 
i tighten myself against the mop; 
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the stick forgets itself against me,
 and, if you glance at me twice, 
we look like we are melding.
i stick against the mop and against the window, 
holding myself from bleeding again.
a boy, in ragged, tattered work clothes, 
fights with the evening:
he puts his tapering fingers under its armpits,
he twirls and twirls,
he makes a loop, slides the evening’s hands through it.
raffia rains from under his arms, 
and a basket escapes his grip.
his fingers are nimble, like a young night, 
who leaves his mother 
to take a pull from another woman’s nipples.
 baskets pile close, 
tucked neatly into each other, it seems the earth has grown a huge finger
—and I want to finger it.
    a clumsy boy rolls a tyre into a car, the man barks at him.
the boys enjoys it. He rolls it into a church, 
the prayer drinks him up, as he cringes beside his mother.
          a keke threads into a crack between two tottering yellow buses, 
the traffic clots. 
the air switches its weight to the other leg, 
preparing to soak up the weed-charged curses.
two chickens fluff out the feathers around their necks,
dip their heads, looking down on themselves. 
they want to fight, but their beaks are too close 
like they are sharing how best one can twist the other into countless, 
merciless figures.
One, the brown chicken with crooked beak, 
pecks the ground a lot
—i think it’s chickening out.
our landlord’s generator refuses to start. 
just then, our fridge snaps and hums
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like a morning and a night crushed together,
and voices, folded up in rooms, shouts, “up nepa!” 
the generator snarls and starts. 
i can hear the hiss of our landlord shrinking
—that same meticulously loud shrinking 
that makes mommy plaster her smile over her lips
 before really smiling it. 
I have learnt that smiles smiled that way smile better, 
they taste like raw joy.
dad comes home tipsy. 
he mixes some of his ‘ys’ and his ‘is’. 
mommy says: you’re drunk again. 
Dad gulps her words, 
staggering like a tendril rocking on the harmattan wind,
belches himself to a sofa, “y think you lyke that, ehn?”
  i think he is saying “i think you like that, ehn?” 
mommy squeezes the words from my lips, 
circles them over her head, and says no, god forbid
—“tufiakwa.” 
she says she knows him, that he means, “why think you like that, ehn?”
mommy sends me downstairs to fetch water; dad wants to bathe.
outside, the air feels like I’m trapped in a baby’s rattle.
the gurgle of voices, of jumbling music, of crawling laughter
brush past me, they skim over my skin
—i’m many layers of desiccated shells.
a woman, with roots of dust-brown braids
 reaching down her back 
like an entire arm splintered into ropy fingers, 
asks about my mother.
i don’t recognize this woman.
i mumble names, many names, 
names i’ve given things that trail to my mommy.
first name: 
her washed pants hung on the drooping rope in our bedroom.
i skip the second, 
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because this woman, with her high cheekbones, 
wouldn’t understand the refreshingly crisp confusion 
that invades one when a parent teaches you 
how to make people’s voices trip over your legs.
third name:… 
(halfway, i recognize her, and choke on the name).
she hurries on, her heels needling on the road.
i turn the tank on, 
and the fluid song,
the smooth lick of the water in the iron bucket, 
sparkles, 
with the tender sparkles of eyes nailed to melodies.
i picture a line of water, piercing another line of water,
and they curve away from themselves in an inverted U
—it turns me on.
the water runs slowly, 
so slowly that i’m sure I can sit here, 
by this tank, 
and bury myself in a whole season of game of thrones,
and when I resurrect, 
the sound of the water will still keep turning me on.
uche texts me back:
 “babe, jst arrived enugu nw. 
enugu z cold
 like nebuchadnezzar telling his guards 
2 increase d coldness of d furnace 7 times.”
if emotions are rough stones, 
smiles are the mildest of all stones,
that keep splitting and splitting, till they turn fiddly, 
like nuts from torches.
the streetlights come on, 
orange glows smooch
and drool watery hands over things 
and sagging people.
an albino woman, 
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with a waterproof bag, passes
—she is a strand of orange glow solidified into human.
in our street’s streetlights, all colors bleach, 
except black, orange 
and dark people
—and dark people in love with fair people.
mommy’s voice stabs into me, 
and leaves me fumbling;
i mistakenly kick the bucket, and the little water pours,
the sound of the water pouring is more 
like me splashing onto myself
drenched, wide-eyed, wakeful
—it’s like I’m dying and dreaming 
and laughing and kissing the air, 
splattering my colours on people
at the same time. 
it is sweet like furious laughters saved in an egg, 
and listened to in sweet moments saved in an egg.
i text back, hurriedly: “i’m enugu.”

Ozioma Aneke is a 19-year-old Nigerian boy who loves to write and stare at random people,
imagining totally random things about them. He lives and writes from Enugu, a snoozy city
in Nigeria, with vibrant, swanky nightlife. He writes stories, too, and laughs at them—alone.
He’s never been published; this is a bold, uncertain step of his. 
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Dedicated To (...)” - Poem
By Isabel Lee Roden 

I would like to make this whole month a love poem.
I wish my words would fall into your lap, 
like a kitten that has overestimated its own grace.
Blink slowly once if you understand. 

If softness found me again 
I would run towards her without stopping to tie my shoes. 
I would lean my head on her shoulder; 
the discussionless, motiveless intimacy of a best friend, 
falling asleep on the couch to a movie you know by heart. 

There is a moment 
between the last exhale and the next inhale, 
a hesitation without a name. 
Someone beautiful told me once 
there is a long, long pause between my sleeping breaths. 
As if my body is uncertain, 
taking a moment to weigh whether there will be another. 

There will be another. 
Breathe in with me if you understand. 
 Breathe out with me if our sorrow shares a fingerprint,
 if it sings the same shower song, 
and sleeps with one too many pillows. 
Breathe in with me. 
I will hear it. 

I would like my fingerprint to spell out something kind. 
I would like the bitterest lines to fade, 
and the ones that say 
“I choose this life” 
to run deep like 
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your laughter in the kitchen in the middle of the night, 
your hands around a coffee mug that’s been empty for hours,
still warm with the memory of holding. 

If I found softness again, 
I would say thank you, for waiting. 
But she doesn’t need to hear it. 

So thank you. 
When you get up from the couch, I will likely still be sleeping. 
Give me a moment, to blink hesitation from my eyes. 
Before you go, let me tie your shoes.

Isabel Lee Roden (they/them) is a 21-year-old Filipino-Chinese poet from Madison, WI.
They're currently studying at the University of Minnesota Twin-Cities, pursuing a Bachelor
of Fine Arts in Acting. Roden is dedicated to exploring identity within their work and what it
means to be queer and mixed-race at this juncture in history. They can be found on
Instagram at @leewritespoems.
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The sweet scented lilies, soup and music - Poem
By Tanvi Nagar

I

We strung together the sweet scented lilac lilies with perfection
and laced the low hanging air of despair with your magical melodies.
The red, blue and green lines on the screens fluctuated freely 
tirelessly racing rhythmically- as if creating their own music. 
The aroma of light-yellow luscious lamb soup escaped from the bowl
as if racing to reach the titled, square white ceiling first;

II

My glassy eyes, stayed fixed upon the skeleton before me- bones, flesh and a little you,
encased in a coffin of peachy pale skin and numerous twisted tubes;
the incisions in your skin fresh- with little red droplets of blood that oozed out
made my heart beat faster; fluttering like a kite in the sky before its string is cut.
the skin in your hands and feet hung loose and lifeless
which made it harder to imagine how blood was gushing underneath this sheet,
there was so much movement in the molecules of your being 
yet, so much stillness in the spirit of your existence.
your eyelids were shut closed, concealing the gateway to your universe within,
like the white sheet that covered the scars the sharp needles left on your body.

III

We strung together the sweet scented lilac lilies with perfection
and laced the low hanging air of despair with your magical melodies.
The red, blue and green lines on the screens fluctuated freely 
tirelessly racing rhythmically- as if creating their own music. 
The aroma of light-yellow luscious lamb soup escaped from the bowl
as if racing to reach the titled, square white ceiling first;

It was hard to imagine life of a human, so powerful yet dangerously delicate-
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hanging on the monitors, meters, measures.
It was still more hard to imagine what pulling the plug from a socket 
can do to the one hanging on it like threads of loose cloth ripped at the ends.

IV

The lilac lilies danced in farewell, to some sad song it seemed
the monitors beating slower, slower and slower still 
with their constant repeating beat- beep.
the waves resounded and repeated
until the notes on the screen
refused to go up and down 
and the fumes from
the soup didn’t 
escape at 
all. 

Tanvi Nagar is a student at DPS Gurgaon. She has been published by The Times of India,
The Hindustan Times, The Weight Journal, Ice Lolly Review and Cathartic Youth Lit Mag.
among others. She believes that writing has the power to bring much light and positivity into
the world. She can be reached at tanvibnagar@gmail.com.
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Hefty Haikus - Poem 
By Ashton-Taylor Ackerson 

People are bright stars, 
that can’t be dimmed by numbers 
flashing at their feet. 

One-twenty-eight pounds, 
I was taught to hate my pudge, 
I was just fifteen. 

Constant fear of fat, 
the thinnest I’ve ever been, 
it was not enough. 

At nineteen I learned, 
all the yummy ways to eat, 
health balanced with taste. 

Delicious moments, 
rich, sweet experiences, 
living for life’s feast. 

A wise woman said: 
“Fat is not a dirty word,” 
thank society. 

Fat: a descriptor, 
we’ve assigned a sour taste, 
but sour tastes good. 

Thicker arms and thighs, 
I take comfort in my curves; 
dance in the mirror. 
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Thicker arms and thighs, 
I take comfort in my curves; 
dance in the mirror. 

Now one-ninety pounds, 
my scale will not box me in, 
as I savor life.
At age twenty-six, 
wiser and more confident, pudge carries no shame.

Ashton-Taylor Ackerson is a 26-year-old writer from Austin, Texas. She graduated from the
University of Texas at Austin with a BA in English. Ashton-Taylor is one of the co-founders
and editors of the online literary magazine Crown & Pen. Her work has been published in
Crown & Pen, ARC Journal, The Raven Review, and Red Skies Anthology. When she’s not
writing, Ashton-Taylor is always on the lookout for the best food to be had in Austin. Follow
her on Instagram and Twitter: @ashtonalopoli
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Relics - Poem 
By Isabella Dail 
 
Newspapers cover my grandfather's floor
Bold headlines from the 1980s, 90s, 2000s
Believing he may one day revisit the articles
Their crinkled pages crushed by his stomping loafers
Which are held together only by copious duct tape
Too dear for him to ever part with
 
My grandfather has a cellar
A culmination of his things
Racks upon racks of power tools
From his days as a Port Authority engineer
 
And broken Halloween decorations
That he still makes us display every October
Tattered jack-o-lantern grins
Flapping in the cold autumn air
 
An old refrigerator of memories in the cellar
With a four-year-old onion
Rotted, slimy green translucence
Spoiled milk jars
18 pounds of wilted scallions
Over 30 pounds of corned beef
Frozen artifacts from countless cooking adventures
 
My grandfather even hoards his stories
Trying to lock them in compartments
In his ever-forgetful mind
Telling me over and over
How he fished and fished and fished
Until his feet and neck burned to a scarlet red
How he dumped live crabs on the beach house floor
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My grandfather preserves his life in
Tattered newspapers
Power tools
Rotted onions
And beautiful stories
 
So when he does eventually die
And his body can no longer hoard his soul
He will perpetuate eternally
Through the relics that he kept
And the stories he collected

Isabella Dail is 16 years old and lives in New Jersey. She has won Scholastic Gold and
Silver Keys, and her work can be found in places like Rare Byrd Review and The WEIGHT
Journal. In her spare time, Isabella loves reading poetry anthologies, learning French, and
avidly consuming iced coffee.
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Roundabout - Poem
By Leia Butler 

Dirty wet leaves f
                                   a
                                                  ll 
Like loose broccoli heads  
Spreading                   out                            the                                         wall
                                                  across                                             kitchen           
Even the most lemony fairy liquid can’t remove the green threads threads 
Mushy Weetabix swims 
                   itch      
In those twi       ing eyes 
Sweat trickles down your limp limbs 
                                             highs
Can’t separate the lows from the 
You say ‘I love you’ like dry sponges are sliding down your throat 
Sticky toothpaste blocking your airways 
Like it knows it was a misquote 
            ‘Fore   ver an            d al      wa     ys’ 
You can’t quite cough it out, 
                 I’ll pretend you said it so I can have another turn on the roundabout

Leia Butler is an experimental poet in her final year studying creative writing at UEA. She is
a winner of the 2019 Streetcake experimental writing prize. She has been published most
recently in Streetcake, Re-side, and The Babel Tower Notice Board. Leia also co-edits Full
House Literary Magazine. 
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Under a thousand moons - Poem
By Kyrah Gomes

sky-tilted heads tell the moon how pretty she is amongst all this talk about finding home in other
people and the city whispers pretty eyes feel no pain, 

self-fulfilling prophecy of sadness softened through glass-paneled windows raindrop freckled.
sun-rays shattered sunset dreams icy across the pacific, salt 

palm-stinging hot across my cheek, heavy under the blanket weight of change. new dentist asks
after cavities and my sweet tooth, more like teeth razor sharp since 

breakfast is usually birthday cake, three slices. bet you didn’t expect we’d burn it off freedom
fighting instead of lululemon yoga classes, downward dog on chain leash 

not really my style. dichotomy is my favorite word, industrial carpeting caressing my palms
where i first tasted peace, a sort of wistful lechery lining the humid air 

thicker than a pimp’s fur coat. how dangerous to believe i am made of light. wherei am headed
needs manners refined to pointed edges, strong espresso shots 

locked and loaded. gone are days of delighting in instant cafe bustelo on ice, a thousand realities
cloudy and condensed, swirling ring stains in well-worn mugs. 

slashed and burned is my city of dream-barren arboretums. hazy smoke still lingers, blurring
reality’s edges from the fire-escape balcony. people spoon cracked crystal 

pints of ice cream from melted collarbone pools, wait pearl-clutched until it’s time to stir
trouble, see what rises to the surface. the sky careens towards violet-blue, 

bruised landscape bejewelled by lone stars twinkling the only language i know, my moon-
washed mother tongue lullaby, languid, foreign still after all these years.

Kyrah Gomes is a 18 year old student living in NYC who loves poetry, literature, fashion, and
authentic self-expression. Her work has been published in Cathartic Literary Magazine,
Serenity Zine, and other online publications.
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art. - Poem 
By Jiah

 
not wanting to wake up for school, six year old heart beating to the brim of life

when big, bright eyes stare at things that shine
the need to look closer overpowers and ripping hands away from bigger ones,

feels like the biggest of all crimes.
the clouds look like anything but a haphazard clump of humid air

and when butterflies just might be fairies.
dreamy dolls live and breathe as well, others just don't see it though.

the wax of crayons doesn't feel sticky, and the best of canvases thrive in plain sight
merry little houses where princesses live, right on the white wall beside the fireplace,

that's art.
 

picking clothes without assistance, rainbow beads hanging off of petite wrists 
when barbie movies become too immature.

everyone is a friend and deserves a bracelet on august 1st;
chattering about movies and boybands during recess

and the one guitarist with the blonde highlights is deemed the hottest one
and no one liked it when mrs. roger assigned maths homework.

sleepovers with face masks on the weekends, 12 is an hour and a half past bedtime
messily painted fingernails and an equally messy love note 

to that one boy from science class,
that's art.

 
life is just taking a breath in and heaving one out,

and no one really knows if the person with all the secrets is trustworthy
nothing stuck around except the unnecessary baggage when souls turned of age,

eager for not another year to live, but because the fake ids are useless now.
everything is suddenly a violent deal 

stampedes for what one wants to be the first one to grab.
the ugly satisfaction is not nauseating, it's the stench of spray paint on cement.
when the clock hits 4 but the good girls are still out under the velvet night sky

lips meet lips in an open secret and the way cigarette smoke meshes with cold air, 
that's art.
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time becomes something too much to ask for
when computer screens paired with tired eyes bring in paychecks 

and that one prada purse that grabbed attention in the store is almost within reach.
someone handsome asked for a date in a caffé the other day,

maybe the chuckle that poured out at his joke stems from reasons other than humor.
ebony irises glow golden and the sun becomes an excuse for flushed cheeks

words flow out like poetry, yet the sweets in picnic baskets remain untouched;
the subtlest brushing of hands in an exhibition, right in front of 

splattered paint on framed linen that comes with a six figure price tag,
that's art.

 
it rains more on suffocating hours

where all the blame is pinned on the world for red flags going unnoticed
getting soaked on the roof is better than being under one where it feels too hollow. 

expensive whisky bottles don't have feelings but the one holding them does
because comparison becomes too easy and other women more attractive.
shards of porcelain on marble floor become one with the dripping water 

from wet clothes at night,
and senses grow too drunk to see the brightest of stars falling apart.

finger drawings of broken hearts on foggy, sliding glass doors,
that’s art.

 
the sun has been cracked in the centre, leaking aurelia

when eyelids lift and realize that the silk of the bedsheet doesn’t burn anymore.
the sky smokes a brighter blue, yet breathing feels easier 

days like these where the scent of air seems generous and the self more forgiving.
watching the dark streaks of caffeine swirl with the milk

stirs back memories of lying on car bonnets but it doesn’t feel sad for a change.
waiting in the dark seems useless, 

when footsteps can reach what reflects the most light with a smile
and whatever is seen through the mirror,

that’s art.
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Jiah is quiet, or that's what most people who had briefly crossed paths with her would
say. Being from a polluted metro city in India and having only four months left to turn
16, she gets her daily doses of delight from her puppy, evening walks, cray-cray friends,
sunsets and art. In her opinion, anything and everything worth calling pretty is art; and
she likes it as subjective as it comes. From words to brush strokes, eyeshadows to dance
moves, musical notes to camera shutters and everything in between, she loves it all. She
had always been passionate about literature but was too shy to do something about it
until now. Little poems and story plots always infest her mind, making things all the
more colorful! Feel free to be friends with her on Instagram @jjxaahh :)



Guardian Angel - Poem 
By Jasmine Herri 

Everyone needs a guardian angel.
In times of desperate despair, when
Gravity rushes upward and the air holds
Its breath, I look to you, perched on
The top shelf of my desk, glancing delicately 
To the upper right as if conversing with the 
Gods themselves; I feel soothed. 
When the shattering pang of loneliness strikes
Deep within my chest, I look to
You. I savor your calming effect, relishing 
The reassurance that eases the tension that 
Keeps my back bent and my neck crooked. I 
Cherish every element you express,
from the graceful carving of your clay 
Hair, to the slight indentation of your placid smile. 
And when my unforgiving solitude confines 
My soul in an endless abyss, it comforts me
To know that just two states away, 
Your mirror image hovers over my sister
As she embarks upon her journey without me.

Jasmine Herri is a 17 year-old writer from Seattle, WA, who dedicates her free time to 
her literary and artistic works. Her work has been recognized by the Scholastic Art and
Writing Awards, Novelly, Penit, and the YMCA. Jasmine's passion for writing is fueled by her
aspiration to spread literary joy to the world. 
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What’s Real, Mama? - Historical Fiction 
By Gianna Yu

Tiananmen Square; June 4, 1989. A pivotal day in modern Chinese history.
It happened when I was six years old. 
I wouldn’t have remembered it if it wasn’t important. I was at that age when I 

learned how to read and write, giving me a stronger sense of self-awareness.
The true significance of the Tiananmen protests wasn’t made clear to me until 

decades later. I first saw the event on television after school; I had been sitting at the small
table with my schoolwork laid out and the TV at a minimal volume. I heard a short report
followed by visuals, telling about disagreements between the Peking University students and
the government in Beijing, far away from my home in a small town in Jiangxi province in
southern China. 

I watched the student protests on a small grainy screen with their wild shouting. I 
asked my mother what they were doing; she said they were bad people and I believed her. She
clearly didn’t think the protests were legitimate, nor did she fear them. I didn’t know that
those clips were weeks old, and many of those students had been killed hours before. And so,
this mob — no, this group — was an organized association, made with independent minds and
reckless confidence. They asked for liberty of speech and press, freedom the government
deemed dangerous; they rejected the offers the government thought they should have been
grateful for. 

The clips varied, from acts of vandalism to acts of arson, with the students chanting 
for change in the background. My young self thought them greedy, thought them selfish. The
television camera panned over to another area, where the protesters were setting fire to some
food carts. I placed my hands over my ears in an attempt to muffle the shouts mixed with the
crackling of flames.

At the bottom of the screen was a caption; Rioters stand in Tiananmen Square. It 
wasn’t an inspiring scene, not at all. While I should have taken some great message from this,
I remember myself thinking, I’d like to eat the sausages that were in the burning food cart. 

I might have stared at the television screen a bit longer, if my mother had not
reminded me of my school work. 

 “成毅⼒, 记得做作业.” 
 Cheng Yili, remember to do your homework.
 “好, 妈妈.” 
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Yes, mama.
It was then that I developed a complete disinterest in the State Apparatus, unlike the 

rowdy boys my age who thought only of becoming the bearers of arms. I’d always harboured
a weak stomach around violence; most evident when I threw up after a nasty encounter with
bullies. 

Perhaps this was what drew me away from life in China, and persuaded me to 
become engrossed in my academics and research work. The protests were tucked away into a
corner of my mind as I went through middle school and high school with honours. I travelled
abroad to the University of Waterloo in Canada, in order to further my education after I
graduated high school. 

I proudly wrote my new name on the tag during the university orientation: 
Alexander. It was a popular name that I thought lengthy enough to be interesting, not to
mention that it could be shortened to ‘Alex’. A common name; unremarkable. 

I first tasted pizza in a university dorm with my roommates and while I 
acknowledged the attraction, I didn’t swoon over it like Ben and Logan did. While I was a
stranger to white sandwich bread, I was able to entertain my roommates with descriptions of
durians and rambutans, fruits that reminded me of China. I bought rambutans from the T&T
Supermarket near our dorm but Ben couldn’t be bothered to peel them after he discovered
how firm their shell was.

Of course, I had the opportunity to learn about my roommates’ lives as well. Ben’s 
full name was Benjamin Tobias Ziegler, and his grandparents had fled from Germany to
Montreal back in the ’30s. Logan Bennett had grown up in Scarborough, Ontario, with a
mother and sister.

My roommates were definitely not the best teachers of English, but talking to them 
was much more fun than struggling to keep up with a lecturer. 

 “The blue big sky was bright and-”
 “Try again, Alex. The big blue sky. ‘Big’ comes first.”
 “Why?” I flipped to a clean page in my binder, prepared to write down whatever 

new grammar rule I was about to learn. 
 “No idea. It just sounds strange.” Ben dodged my binder with practised perfection.

Still, my pen managed to bounce nicely off his forehead.
Logan and my classmate Alyssa were much kinder and I was quickly able to discard

my Chinese accent. My competence with the English language improved to the point that I
was able to excel in my university courses. Benjamin stopped poking fun at me whenever I
opened my mouth, which was a nice benefit.
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After I graduated with a B.Sc. I chose to move to Toronto, Ontario for work. I still 
wasn’t accustomed to the sheer number of internet sites and articles that were free to the
public eye as compared to China. In fact, there was a site called YouTube that had been
gaining traction, and it was fascinating to watch these videos.

But more important than time-wasting entertainment was the research I could do. 
There was so much I did not know about China, about the fateful protest of decades earlier
that was still ingrained in my mind. There was no better time to learn more about it than now,
sitting in front of my computer. When I first typed “Modern Chinese History” into my laptop,
I hadn’t thought much about it. I just wanted to know a little bit more about my own culture.
As I went through an article on China’s recent past, the only emotion I can remember was
genuine bafflement and shocked denial. The single event that lined up with the dates stated on
Wikipedia was called the ‘Tiananmen Square Massacre’. I had not known that event had a
death toll, and it appeared no one outside of Beijing did, either. It was shocking, that the
estimated deaths of university students and pedestrians ranged from a few hundred to a few
thousand.

This knowledge that I’d acquired on a quick read on the Internet wasn’t exactly 
something I could freely share and drop into conversations. I was acquainted with very few
Chinese Canadians, or anyone else who might care to discuss this suppressed tragedy.

Even mild opinions against the Chinese government did not go undetected, which I 
found out the hard way. It had been a harmless mistake one night, when I was texting my
cousins through WeChat; just a few sentences lamenting the fact that there was no YouTube
in China, followed by my cousins casually agreeing with me. Even though that conversation
was quickly taken over by a trivial debate about mooncakes, we received a notification in our
group chat less than a minute after our first discussion.

 ⽹警⺒监控本群聊天记录.
 Your chat record is being monitored by the cyber-police. Thank you for your 

cooperation.
I made a new chat group soon after, and never brought up anything related to the 

government again. I admit my cowardice; I was notorious for my fear of horror movies and
the general feeling of being unsafe (obviously shown during Halloween with Ben and Logan). 

Although I had no business doing more research on the massacre, it saddened me to 
read about the Tiananmen Mothers who campaigned for the right to mourn their dead
children. I had had no child killed at Tiananmen, nor was I remotely close to Beijing and its
people. There was no reason for me to be so obsessed over the devastation following 
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China’s Great Leap Forward. I was sure many countries had committed atrocities as well.
Except, this was my country. It did not sit right with me, and I didn’t know what to do about
it. The Square Massacre had occurred twenty years previously and nothing could bring back
the dead.

In 2011, I flew back to China for New Year and brought souvenirs from Canada that
included maple syrup, along with clothes and toys for my younger cousins, nephews, and
nieces. My mother was older and her hair was laced with white, not that I’d ever point it out to
her. I remember trying to ask her tactfully about the protests, but she was impossibly vague in
her response. 

WhatsApp was beginning to become my preferred messaging app; I appreciated the 
encryption. The only contacts I had on WeChat now was my mother, cousins, and my
university roommates who didn’t even know how WeChat worked. 

I really felt helpless. There was so little I could do, and I was too much of a coward 
to take real action that would leave me either under house arrest in China or exiled from my
homeland forever. I harboured too much empathy and not enough rational thought and action.
In fact, I might have visited the founder of the Tiananmen Mothers if I hadn’t been aware that
she was under heavy police surveillance. I would have gone mad a long time ago if the
authorities were watching my every move (not that there was anything I was hiding, save for a
few times when I sobbed for no reason).

Beijing was a place foreign to me, and I had dreamed of visiting the Great Wall of 
China there. I managed to cross that off my bucket list when I was twenty-eight years old. 

Not only was this my first time visiting the Great Wall, it was also the first time I 
showed off my navy blue Canadian passport at the airport. The customs officer took it without
question, and Cheng Yili was ready to leave Canada and enter China as a foreigner.

My trip to the Great Wall was with university acquaintances whom I hadn’t seen in 
years and we met at a hotel, all of us heavily sleep-deprived. I was expected to handle all the
financial transactions and sightseeing destinations, tasks that I was entirely unqualified for. It
was challenging but exasperating to be the lone translator. Being an interpreter wasn’t the only
thing that left me alone; I was introduced to fiancées, wives, and husbands, with no one to
introduce in turn. 

Walking on the Great Wall of China felt amazing, like I was an ancient traveller
from days of old. And to think, Marco Polo had walked on the same road as I! But there was a
part of me, the part with an Anglicized first name, that felt utterly disconnected from the
experience. I couldn’t relate this ancient relic of China to the desperate students and iron
authority of the Chinese Communist Party. 
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Later, we hired an actual guide (I was exaggeratingly offended. It was their own 
fault for assuming that because I was born in China, I was knowledgeable about the landmarks
of Beijing.)

I walked past Alyssa and her husband taking pictures and spotted the communist 
symbol of a hammer and sickle symbol engraved upon a small rusted plaque. It was rather
eerie, to be honest, and I encountered two more plaques afterwards. 

We went to Tiananmen Square after a long ride on the shuttle bus, and I wouldn’t 
have known it was a place of slaughter and pain if it hadn’t been for the information I’d
gained from the open internet back in Canada. I took pictures with my friends and nearing
lunch, I felt somewhat nauseous.

 “Alex? Are you okay?”
 “..Yeah, sure. Thanks, Ben.”
They bought souvenirs and so did I, but at significantly different levels. By the end 

of the day, I had a new keychain, a fake jade bracelet (even the peddler insisted otherwise),
and a new t-shirt, while Logan and his girlfriend seriously considered whether to buy a new
suitcase in order to house all their new baggage. Most of their merchandise was
embarrassingly fake, but there was no need for me to point that out.

While most people dozed on the long bus ride back to the hotel in the evening, I 
looked through the photos we’d taken. In twenty years, would these be looked back on fondly,
or with a sense of nostalgia? Would I even be alive twenty years from now? The photo of us at
Tiananmen Square was especially jarring. It happened to be in the same spot as another photo,
one that had been taken days before the Square Massacre. It was haunting to think that I had
stood on the same ground where protesters had been gunned down. 

I was sad to wave my friends goodbye at the airport as we all boarded planes to 
different countries. My phone had hundreds more pictures, and my wallet had more or less
retained the same weight throughout the trip (I couldn’t say the same for Logan). 

When I landed back in Toronto I had a group picture printed with a simple wooden 
frame. I set it on my desk, beside the photo of my mother. I got a message from my mother
just then, and it read thank you very much for the gift, son. It was a photo of her wrist with a
jade bracelet around it. The package had arrived at her house sooner than I’d thought. 

 不客⽓. 
 No problem. 
One thing I regretted not having done in China was buying a journal. The notebooks

at Chapters were outrageously expensive, yet I went to my local bookstore and arrived home
with a plain brown moleskin journal in a plastic shopping bag. 
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The first few days writing in it weren’t easy. I was afraid of ruining the front pages, 
as well as the threat of having a random someone reading it. But it was oddly satisfying when,
weeks later, I flipped through the book and saw how much writing I had done. The first page
had stayed blank, save for two words at the bottom left corner. Alexander Cheng.

Events have come and gone, and I’ve always made sure to be at least somewhat 
aware of political problems. While it hadn’t done any good to my self-awareness so far, I
could say for sure that it gave me a solid perspective on my own daily problems in life. I
learned; I learned some things I wasn’t fond of. And I wrote. 

 

Gianna Yu is fourteen years old, in grade nine, and lives in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. She
writes as a hobby and aims to improve her writing with every new story.
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Traffic Light - Screenplay
By Praniti Gulyani

Scene 1 

It is a cold, winter’s evening. A thick layer of frost has settled along the skyline, almost
engulfing the town. Yet, despite the frost, one can see people on the streets. This is the
pedestrian crossing, the most ordinary part of the town. There is a crowd of people standing
on this pedestrian crossing. These people have their eyes glued to the traffic light. Only when
the traffic light flashes green, will these people cross the road.  

 (A hurried motion depicting the light turning green is subsequently followed by the fast
movement of people) 

 Traffic light… the most mundane, yet interesting part of our lives. These rapidly changing
colors also guide our lives. And sometimes, these traffic lights which watch the world, tarry a
while and stop flickering. In this confused world, their soft, melodious voices are barely
audible as they converse with each other.  

Yellow Light: Hey, listen! Did you see her? 

Green Light: See….. see who? 

Red Light: That lady … the one with a scarf around her neck.  

Yellow Light: Scarf around her neck? Which scarf? I know so many ladies with a scarf around
their necks. 

Green Light: Yes. And, considering this frosty, chilling weather, a scarf is absolutely normal. 

Yellow Light: I know. But, I’ve been watching this particular woman since June. She had the
same scarf draped around her neck for all summer, and now we’re in the middle of the winter
and…. the scarf hasn’t changed. 
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Red Light: What if this scarf is special to her? I mean, it could be anything…. a heirloom, a
memory?

Yellow Light: Well, heirlooms are more often than not, worn with pride. In her case, she
always looks so desperate..

Green Light: It is time for me to flash! We can’t keep the pedestrians waiting. Silence! Keep
your attention on the road. Tell me if you can see her! 

Scene 2  

A continuous to and fro movement of people is depicted. The red, yellow, green lights keep
changing. Through the crowd of people, we notice a lady with a dark, black scarf around her
neck. She is shuffling through the crowd.  

Yellow Light: (Flashing brightly): Yes, that’s her! That’s her! 

Red Light: Are you sure? 

Green Light: Yeah, I mean – she looks so desperate. She is clutching onto the scarf for dear
life.  

Yellow Light: I told you. I am absolutely positive that she is hiding something. 

Red Light: Hiding what? 

Green Light: I don’t know. But, I’m sure she’s hiding something . . .  

The traffic lights deliberate about what the lady could be hiding before, the constant groan of
traffic and the loud sounds of car horns distract them, as they take their positions and begin
flashing.  

Scene 3  

It is the next day. The bustle of people on the ground is comparatively less than the previous 
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day’s. Seizing a moment, the traffic lights begin conversing.  

Red Light: Do you think she will come today? 

Green Light: Why not? Of course, she will! 

Yellow Light: Well, I can’t really say. Today is that day of the week and when most people
stay home and don’t come out. 

Suddenly, the lady appears. Her eyes are lowered, as she shuffles through the street. She is
holding a child in her arms, and the child is held on her left abdomen. The child’s arms are
clasped around her neck.  

Yellow Light: Look, there she is! 

Red Light: Are you sure? I don’t think this is her. 

Green Light: Yes! And, if it is her, where is the scarf? 

Yellow Light: She does not need the scarf. Look, I’m sure that she is hiding something. And
that ‘something’ is on her neck. Yesterday, it was the scarf that was hiding it. Today, it is the
child’s arms…. 

Red Light: Shhhh! She’s talking! Let’s listen…. 

The lady pauses, looks around warily. She notices two women walking towards her. The
women clearly know her, and they raise a hand in greeting, and walk across the stage,
towards her. The lady responds with a weak smile. 

Lady: (whispers to the child): You remember what I told you? Keep holding onto my neck,
onto your mommy’s neck. Okay? No telling them! No telling anyone!  

Child: (sucking his thumb): ’es Mommy!  

Woman 1: Hi Julie! How have you been? 
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Woman 2: And, is this your little boy? Eddie? 

Lady: I’m good. (Nervously) Yes, this is Eddie! 

Woman 1: He has become such a big boy. Isn’t it?  

Lady: (nodding hurriedly): I suppose … suppose so. (Looks around. She seems to be in a
hurry leave) 

Woman 2: Julie, you look tired. Let me hold him for a bit. 

Lady: (in extreme anxiety): No….. no! I am fine. He… he (sounds unsure) likes to cling to
me. (smiles nervously again) 

Woman 1: I can see that! But, you must be tired?

Lady: No… I mean… it isn’t that…. I’m – 

Woman 1: Come on, Eddie! Come to us. Let mommy rest for a bit. (Forcefully takes Eddie
from the lady’s arms) 

Yellow Light: Look! Let’s see what she was hiding. 

The spotlight shines on a deep, ugly bruise. The bruise is purple and there are scratches along
the end.  

Red Light: Stop! What is that? 

Green Light: Let it go! A bruise, clearly. 

Red Light: Yes, it looks like she has been hurt. An accident, maybe? 

Green Light: An animal bite, most likely. 

Red Light: Bad? Very, very bad. I don’t see why she was hiding it.  
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Yellow Light: Pause and think. Maybe she has a good reason to. 

The women standing on the center of the stage move towards the lady and surround her.  

Woman 1: Julie, what is that! 

Woman 2: Such a terrible bruise! Did you get it treated? I think you should definitely show it
to the doctor.
 
Woman 1: Have you put some medicine? Ointment? Cream? Antiseptic?

Woman 2: Also, I don’t understand…. How could you let your three year old son touch this?
Toddler’s hands aren’t always the cleanest. It can get infected.  

Woman 1: Julie, first tell me. How did this happen? 

Woman 2: Yes! How? Tell us! How? 

(The child, Eddie, starts squirming in the arms of the first woman. He reaches out, extends a
finger and places it on the lady’s lips) 

Eddie: Shhhh, Mommy! Shhhh! No telling them! No telling anyone! 

Actors on stage freeze. 

End of Play. 

Praniti Gulyani is a seventeen year old girl from India. 
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Bad Place to Be - Fiction 
By Sonia Mehta

Halyn has a keen sense of danger. Not today. 
“Are you sure this place is safe?” 
“No, Shelly, it’s not,” Halyn snaps. “But Chuck-E-Cheese is closed to 17 year-olds.” 
Shelly clams up. Halyn knows she is being obnoxious but does not care. 
After a year of exemplary driving, Halyn’s parents finally allowed her to venture 

beyond the sheltered Powell, Ohio, neighborhood, and she was not wasting her chance. She
cajoled her two friends, Shelly and Christy, to drive to downtown Columbus to Sonny’s Bar
and Grill. Halyn arrived before her friends. She felt in control. The feeling was not to last. 

They enter the low building. The girls scrutinize the seedy club and doubt the 
existence of a grill. Neon beer signs provide scant lighting. Clouds of dead tobacco smoke
bounce off the ceiling. A dank odor of alcohol spilled long ago lingers in the air. There is no
music. The only sound comes from loud voices and the clicking of billiard balls. 

“Halyn, you said the place’s popular with college people,” Shelly whines. 
“This looks like it’s popular with people who build colleges.” 

 “Chill,” Halyn replies, “the place is crowded with students. We’ll have one drink and
go.” 
“We aren’t old enough.” 
“We can buy club sodas.” 
 “You don’t need to buy anything,” comes a deep buttery voice behind Halyn. The 

teens whip around and see a tall man in his twenties with long wavy dark hair and a faint
beard. Halyn breathes a sigh of relief when she notices his Ohio State Buckeyes cap. “I’m
James.” 

“We’re not —,” Shelly starts saying. 
“We’re not too thirsty, but three beers would be great,” Halyn interrupts. 
James smiles and strides toward the bartender. Shelly and Christy stare at Halyn but 

do not argue. They slide into the bar stools as James returns with two friends. That’s quick,
Halyn thinks, perhaps college students choreograph their encounters.

The two companions are neither as tall nor as handsome as James. Both wear lime 
polo shirts with a company logo that Halyn does not recognize. The men slide into the stools
next to Christy and Shelly. James slips next to Halyn. A whiff of cheap cologne makes her
uneasy. Shelly stares at the shirt logos of the men. 
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“Don’t you go to Ohio State, like James?” 
One of the men chuckles, “Who said James –?” 
A flash of anger crosses James’s eyes. 
 “Chad here,” James says, pointing to his shorter friend, “is having fun at Dave’s 

expense.” He indicates the taller one. “I don’t know why.” He feigns mock irritation. “They’re
both taking a semester off to work. I, however, am holding out. This is my last year.” 

“What major?” Shelly asks. 
Halyn groans inwardly. One does not ask college guys about their major in the first 

minute of conversation. 
“Business.” 
Chad and Dave let James talk. 
 “You look exotic, Halyn.” James switches the topic. “Love your slick black hair. 

Are you Chinese? Can’t place you.” 
“I’m part Native American. My mother’s a Shoshone.” 
“I’m a mongrel too. Half-Ohio, half-Kentucky.” 
One hundred percent ignorant, Halyn thinks. 
James eyes the girls, “Who’s up for a game of pool?” 
“I am!” Christy, who hasn’t spoken until now, almost screams. 
“She’s only saying that because her family has a new Brunswick in their game 

room,” Shelly says. 
The men give a slight nod of approval. 
“Christy’s ready to be recruited to a D1 school,” Halyn teases. 
“It’s a real sport,” Christy defends herself. ”They show billiards on ESPN.” 
“ESPN also shows Rock, Paper, Scissors,” Shelly muses.
“Let’s see what you’ve got,” James quips. 
Two middle-aged men are leaning against the table. 
”We’re up next,” one of them protests. 
James walks up to him, edging his face inches away from the man’s. 
“We’ve been waiting awhile,” he hisses. 
“Not a big deal.” The color drains from the older man’s face. The two hurry away. 

James turns to Halyn and her friends. A sly smile is back. Halyn’s stomach knots. “Let’s make
it fun! Two teams: gals versus guys. When a player misses a shot, all teammates take a drink,”
Chad suggests. 

“Sounds good,” Christy chimes in with a hint of desperation. 
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“No, it doesn’t,” Halyn objects. “Let’s just play for fun.” 
There is no argument from the men. Dave racks the table. Halyn starts, trying to 

focus on the center of the cue ball. She misses. 
“That’s why she wanted to play for fun,” Dave snorts. 
“It’s not a problem,” James comes to her rescue. He leans against Halyn’s back.
“Hold the cue lower, like this.” 
“I’m fine. Just out of practice.” Halyn stiffens. 
“Nine ball, side pocket.” Dave makes the shot. 
All of the girls, Christy included, play dreadfully. Halyn fiddles with the pendant 

with turquoise eyes hanging on a silver chain around her neck every time she misses a shot.
“Your good luck charm? Not working today, huh?” Dave chuckles, noticing her nervous tick.
“What is it, anyway?” 

“It’s my coyote,” she mumbles. 
“Coyote! I hate coyotes. They’re creepy,” James says, setting a pitcher of beer on a 

table. The coyote is not the prettiest animal, but it is Halyn’s mother’s favorite. Almost every
Native American folktale her mother recited featured a coyote. The animal created the first
woman from the earth. It uses its guile to survive. Coyotes prefer living in packs but, when
forced to live alone, they adapt. Halyn admires this quality most of all. 

“Who’s thirsty?” Dave inquires.
             Everyone answers, yes, except Halyn. James glares at her nearly full glass. She raises
it to her lips. Pretends to drink. Within minutes, Shelly and Christy are refilling their glasses.
Dave whispers something into Christy’s ear. She giggles. Shelly plays a drinking challenge
with Chad. James continues to smile at his friends then at Halyn. 

She wants to leave but not without Shelly and Christy. They are here because of 
Halyn and do not know what they are getting involved in. While James is taking his turn at the
pool table, Halyn texts the two girls. Very quickly. She sends her texts in an Olympic split-
second. “WE NEED TO LEAVE HERE NOW!” 

Neither girl looks at her phone. She sends it again. No response. 
“Christy, come to the bathroom with me. You too, Shelly.” 
They stare vacantly at Halyn. 
“We’re in the middle of a game,” Chad interjects. 
Halyn treks to the bathroom alone, splashes water on her face, and considers her 

options. She sends a few more anxious texts. No luck. Leaving alone is a thought she
dismisses. They came together; they are leaving together. 

Halyn pushes the restroom door and freezes. James stands inches away. 
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“I thought you got lost.” 
“I’ll be right there,” she yells to no one and looks past his shoulder. 
He turns to see who she is talking to, and Halyn squeezes around him and sides up 

to Shelly. 
“Your mom called me. There is an emergency. Look at your text.” 
Shelly stares glassy-eyed. 
“Look at your texts,” Halyn says through her teeth. 
That makes her look. Slowly the fog lifts. 
“We have to go. Something’s come up.” Halyn turns to the three men. 
“The night’s young,” James replies. His eyes are ice behind the warm smile. “There’s
a party we can all go to,” Dave tries to help him. 
That seems to break a spell for Christy. She is looking at Halyn. 
“Text us the address. We will meet later.”
“Cool,” Chad replies in a silly voice and types on his phone. 
Anger spills over James’s face. His smile vanishes. 
“I got the address. We’ll see you there,” Halyn yells before James can protest. She 

grabs the arms of her two friends and scurries towards the exit. She considers asking the
bartender for help in case they are followed. The three men do not move. They stare gloomily
at the retreating girls. Halyn pushes open the door. They escape. The crisp night air gives the
friends a welcome slap. 

“Halyn, what the hell? Don’t tell me you had that feeling again.” 
“Later!” She looks over her shoulder. No one is coming. 
 “We all know ‘the spirits of your shaman ancestors talk to you,’ but there’s no 

reason – ” Shelly sticks her index finger in Halyn’s face. 
She grabs it and pushes her friend along. 
“There was every reason. I’m driving both of you home.” 
The friends become animated. Christy pushes her blond hair out of her face. ”You 

can’t,” she shrieks. Her face hardens. It looks like she might slap Halyn. “No way. How would
I explain leaving the car here to my parents?” 

The cool night air and the fear of discovery have sobered up the girls. 
”Okay. Where have you parked?” Halyn relents. 
The girls lower their heads and proceed to the front of the street to Christy’s white 

Kia near the curb. 
“We can talk about this tomorrow. Please, get in,” Halyn pleads. 
“Where’re you parked, Halyn?” 
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“Parking lot by the side of the bar.” 
The anger is gone from everyone’s voice now. Halyn looks again at the bar’s 

entrance. “No one’s following us,” Christy says. “You and your shaman spirits scared them
off.” Halyn watches her friends get into the compact and drive off. Walking towards her car,
she keeps the bar’s entrance in her field of vision. The back parking lot is narrow and gravel
lined. The bar’s wall makes one boundary. An adjoining building marks the opposite side. A
high fence covers the rear. A solitary lamp illuminates half of the lot, and the building’s
shadow blackens the rest. Her car sits in the darkness. Halyn reaches for the keys in the jean
pocket. “You won’t need that. I’ll give you a ride.” 

Halyn freezes as James’s frame appears from the shadow. His burning gaze never 
wavers from her face. The smile is replaced by a sneer. Halyn’s eyes flash past him. He is
alone. “You should’ve had better manners.” 

“J-James-” 
“W-w-what?” he replies with a grin that would make the Joker envious. 
“I was coming back inside to talk to you. I just needed to see my friends off.”
 “Then why were you heading to your car?” 
Halyn’s mind scrambles for an answer. How has he gotten here? She has never 

taken her gaze off the entrance. James blocks her path to the street. 
“I thought Injun women were passive.” James flicks her hair. 

She pivots on her heels and runs to the back of the building. There has to be a rear 
entry. Halyn is in the lot’s shadow now with only the dim light of a single lamp. A dark
rectangle looms ahead. The rear door. James’s silhouette blocks her escape. 

“Bad choice,” he says. 
Her eyes dart in all directions. She swivels toward the lot's entry, but a hand 

ensnarls her wrist and pulls her to a stop. This feels strangely familiar. Halyn has practiced
this move in the Tang Soo Do classes her mother made her attend. The instructor’s advice
echoes in her brain, “If someone grabs your wrist, don’t just struggle or pull. Your assailant
expects that.” Torquing with all her force, Halyn shoves her hand toward James, where his
thumb and fingers leave an opening. She is free. 

She turns to run, but a garbage dumpster blocks her way. She squeezes her small 
frame between the metal backside and the building’s wall. James groans. He tries and fails to
squeeze into Halyn’s lair. She is trapped but protected. 

“This is just a misunderstanding, babe. I want to talk,” his voice is soft and pitying.
“So talk.” 
“Not here. In my car. Just to explain things. Then you can go.”
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“I’ve got a phone. I’m calling for help.” 
“You mean this phone?” The amiable voice now replaced by a cold menace. The
Joker leer is back. 
Peering up from the gap, Halyn sees her phone in his hand. “Help! Someone, help!” 
James chuckles. 
Halyn’s cramped position restricts her voice to a whisper. 
Thud! 
James slams shut the lid of the dumpster and climbs toward her. She exhales and 

squeezes further in and down. A few inches. His hand shoots down and grabs Halyn’s hair.
Clutching desperately at the gravel, she clenches a stone, stabs at the hand, and hears a gasp.
The hand pulls back but catches against the hinge of the lid. She stabs again before the hand
retreats. “Bitch.” He slinks off the dumpster. 

Halyn hears his retreating steps on the gravel but sees nothing. 
Too soon, James comes back. A metallic pipe points toward her followed by a 

searing pain in her hip. As James readies for another thrust, she squeezes a few more inches
toward the back corner. The pole strikes gravel. James walks to the other side of the fence for
another angle of attack. She inhales, exhales, and crouches down. 

“You can’t keep this up all night, babe.” 
Her mother’s voice comes to her head, “You’re born of the earth. You’ll outlast.” I 

don't have to keep it up all night. Just longer than him. 
“I can get a longer pole.” 
Crunching of gravel. 
“Stupid coyote,” James mumbles and stops. 
A whoosh of a flying projectile. 
 A coyote must have come out from the bushes looking for food, and James got 

unnerved, Halyn thinks. “Coyotes always adapt and survive,” her mother’s voice comes again,
“even when they are alone.” 

A key fob presses painfully against Halyn’s hip bone. The alarm button! She holds 
the key fob in front of her face but cannot make out the buttons. Think! What am I missing?
She pushes the start button countless times. She presses the trunk release several times. The
only button remaining is the alarm. She visualizes the fob. The alarm is recessed. Rubbing her
thumb on the fob, she finds the target. Presses. Nothing. She presses again, without success. 

Desperation rolls over Halyn as James’s footsteps are getting louder. The metal box
is blocking the fob’s signal. Ignoring the numbness in her legs, she uncoils like a  
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 Jack-in-the-box toy and springs out from behind the dumpster. James is a few feet away.
Without pausing, she aims the fob at her car and presses. 

The headlights flash. Then comes a series of honks, amplified by the surrounding 
walls. Pure panic on James’s face. He looks at Halyn as if she might help. People pour out of
the bar. James spins around and runs to the back fence. It is tall, but he clears it easily. 

Several bar patrons stand in the lot and observe his retreating figure. Then they see 
Halyn. She recoils against the wall and back into her hiding spot. They ask questions, but she
cannot make out any single voice. 

“Are you alright, hon?” A woman in her thirties comes forward. 
Not until the flashing blue and red lights of the police cruiser light up the dark parking lot,
does Halyn come away from the wall. She glances at the rear fence. Darkness. She searches
the bushes for a yellowish-green glow of the coyote’s eyes. There is none. 

She lowers her heavy eyelids for a long moment. Her shoulders slump as she 
rejoices in the unbelievable lightness of sanctuary. She is tired.
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